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Abstract

Nonsingular derivations of modular Lie algebras which have finite multiplicative order play a role in
the coclass theory for pro-/? groups and Lie algebras. We study the orders of nonsingular derivations
of finite-dimensional non-nilpotent Lie algebras of characteristic p > 0. The methods are essentially
number-theoretic.
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1. Introduction

Let L be a Lie algebra over a field F. A derivation d of L is said to be nonsingular if
it is injective as a linear transformation. The notion of nonsingular derivations is in a
way analogous to that of regular automorphisms. There is a rich theory of Lie algebras
and groups admitting regular automorphisms, in which the order of the automorphism
plays a significant role. For example, Lie algebras admitting a regular automorphism
of prime order are nilpotent, and those admitting a regular automorphism of finite
order are soluble. See for instance [Kh] and the references therein.

What can be said about Lie algebras L which admit nonsingular derivations? By a
result of Jacobson [Jl], if Z- is finite-dimensional and the ground field F has character-
istic zero (or L is restricted) then L must be nilpotent. However, some non-nilpotent
finite-dimensional Lie algebras in positive characteristic have nonsingular derivations.
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A systematic study of simple Lie algebras of Cartan type which admit a nonsingu-
lar derivation is carried out by Benkart, Kostrikin and Kuznetsov in [BKK]. In [KK]
Kostrikin and Kuznetsov show that if a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p > 7 has a nonsingular derivation, then it has a nonsingular
derivation of order pk — 1 for some k > 2.

The recent interest in nonsingular derivations seems to stem in part from the coclass
theory for groups and Lie algebras. The proof in [ShZ] and [Shi] of the coclass
conjectures of Leedham-Green and Newman [LGN] eventually boils down to the fact
that finite-dimensional Lie algebras in characteristic p > 0 which admit a nonsingular
derivation d satisfying dp~l = 1 are nilpotent. Moreover, the existence of simple Lie
algebras in characteristic p with a nonsingular derivation of order pk — 1 (k > 2)
was instrumental in the construction, in [Sh2], of non-soluble modular graded Lie
algebras of maximal class. Roughly speaking, these infinite-dimensional algebras are
constructed from the positive part of a loop algebra associated with certain simple Lie
algebras discovered by Albert and Frank [AF] by adding the nonsingular derivation
to the first homogeneous component. The resulting Lie algebras of maximal class
are generated in degree one, namely, they are generated by their first homogeneous
component.

A systematic study of graded Lie algebras of maximal class which are generated
in degree one was carried out by Caranti, Mattarei and Newman [CMN] and then by
Caranti and Newman [CN]. The latter paper classifies the non-soluble graded Lie
algebras of maximal class in odd characteristic generated in degree one, and shows
that they all arise from algebras constructed in [Sh2] via repeated process of inflation,
introduced in [CMN]. We may say that these Lie algebras owe their existence to
nonsingular derivations of certain finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras.

The purpose of this note is to explore conditions on the order of a nonsingular
derivation of a Lie algebra L which imply the nilpotency of L. Our main result is as
follows.

THEOREM 1.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra in characteristic p > 0
which admits a nonsingular derivation of order n. Write n = psm where m is prime
to p. Suppose m < p2 — 1. Then L is nilpotent.

The bound on m is best possible, since the (p2 — 1)-dimensional simple Lie algebras
of Albert and Frank have a nonsingular derivation of order p2 — 1. More generally,
we propose the following.

PROBLEM 1. Study the possible orders n of nonsingular derivations of finite-
dimensional non-nilpotent Lie algebras in characteristic p.

Note that if L has a derivation d of order n, and m is any multiple of n, then
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L <8>F F[x]/(xm — 1) has a derivation of order m (obtained by multiplying d by the
image of x, considered as scalar). Now, for each it > 2 there is a simple Albert-Frank
Lie algebra over the field Fp with p elements which admits a nonsingular derivation
of order pk — 1. Therefore, each multiple of pk — 1 (k > 2) is the order of some
finite-dimensional non-nilpotent Lie algebra over Fp. It remains to be seen whether
additional numbers n are obtained as orders of such derivations. The problem is easily
reduced to the study of numbers n which are prime to p. Indeed, if d is a derivation
of order n = psm, then dp* is a derivation of order m.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 does not apply [BKK] and the recent classification
of finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras in characteristic p (see [St] and the refer-
ences therein). Indeed, this classification is obtained over algebraically closed fields
of characteristic p > 11, while we do not make such assumptions on the ground
field. Instead, our arguments have some number-theoretic flavour. Let Fp denote the
algebraic closure of Fp. We shall show that Problem 1 is related to the following.

PROBLEM 2. For which numbers n is there an element a e Fp such that (a •+• A)" = 1
fo ra lUe Fpl

Examples of such numbers are pk — 1 (k > 2) and their multiples. Some additional
examples will be constructed below. It will be shown that if a number n which is prime
to p satisfies the condition in Problem 1, then it satisfies the condition in Problem 2.
It is unlikely that the converse also holds, and it would be nice to find examples to that
effect.

While it is hoped that further progress could be made in these directions, it seems
that Problem 2 is rather difficult, being related to characterizing periods of polynomials
of the form xk — x — c over finite fields.

2. Proofs

Let p be a fixed prime. For a Lie algebra L and elements x, y e L we write
[x ,n y] = [x, y, • • • , y] where y occurs n times, and the long Lie product is interpreted
using the left normed convention.

We start with the following variation of Jacobson on Engel's theorem (see [J2]).

LEMMA 2.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra graded by some Abelian
group. Suppose L satisfies the Engel condition [x,ny] = 0 for all homogeneous
elements x,y € L. Then L is nilpotent.

We can now deduce the following.
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LEMMA 2.2. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra in characteristic p which
admits a nonsingular derivation d whose order n is prime to p. Suppose L is not
nilpotent. Then there exists a e Fp satisfying (a + X)" = 1 for all X e Fp.

PROOF. Let R = [a e Fp : a" — 1). By extending scalars if needed we may
assume that R is contained in the ground field F of L. Since the order of d is prime
to p, d is a semisimple element of End(L); its eigenvalues lie in R c F, so we may
write

1 ON r
*-• — 'HaeR'-'at

where d acts on La as multiplication by a. Since d is a derivation we have [La, Lp] <
La+0, where we define Ly = 0 for y e F \ R. This turns L into a Lie algebra which
is graded by the additive group of F.

We claim that there exist a, fi e R such a + ifi e R for all i = 0, 1 , . . . , p — 1.
Suppose otherwise, then for every a, fi 6 R there is i < p — 1 such that [La,, Lp] <
La+ip = 0, and it follows that [La,p^ Lp] = 0 for all a, f$ e R. By Lemma 2.1 this
implies that L is nilpotent, a contradiction.

Having proved the claim we deduce that afi~l + A e R for all k e Fp. The result
follows. •

COROLLARY 2.3. Let L,d,n be as above. Then there exists an element c e Fp

such that xp — x — c divides x" — 1 as elements of the polynomial ring Fp[x].

PROOF. We have x" — I — YlaeR(x ~ a)- Let a ^e a s m ^ conclusion of Lemma
2.2. Then we see that l\keF (x — a - X) divides x" - 1. But

Y\(x - a - X) = (x - a)p - (x - a) = x" - x - c,

where c = ap — a. The result follows. •

Clearly the element c above is non-zero.

LEMMA 2.4. Let L,d,n be as above. Then n > p2 — 1.

PROOF. Suppose n < p2 — 1 and write n — a + bp where 0 < a, b < p — 1. Then
a + b < 2p — 3. Let c be as in Corollary 2.3 and let g(x) — xp - x — c. Then xn is
congruent to 1 modulo g. Working modulo g we may write

x" =xa(xp)b=xa(x + c)b.
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This yields

x" = x a + b + b c x a + b ' 1 + . . . + r \ d x a + b - i + ••• + c b x a .

If a + b < p then the above polynomial is not congruent to 1 modulo g. We therefore
have a + b > p. Write a + b = p + e where 0 < e < p — 3. Then

*" = xpA + B = (x + c)A + B,

where

A = xe + bcxe~l

and

B=Ct.
Note that the polynomial (x + c)A has degree at most p — 2. On the other hand,
ie+i)c"+1 ^ ^ (since c ^ 0 and e 4-1 < & < p), so 5 has degree p — 1. Therefore the
polynomial (x 4- c)A 4- B has degree p — 1, and is the residue of x" modulo g. We
see that xn ^ 1 modulo g, a contradiction. •

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. The derivation d has order n = psm where m is prime to
p. Now, dp' is also a derivation of L, and its order is m. The inequality m > p2 — I
now follows from Lemma 2.4. •

We conclude with some number-theoretic remarks regarding Problem 2 mentioned
in the introduction. It is trivial that for n = pk — 1 (k > 2), any primitive nth root of
unity a e Fp satisfies (a + A.)" = 1 for all A. e Fp. It turns out that there are other
numbers with this property. Recall that the period of a polynomial / (x) G F[x] is the
minimal positive integer n such that/ (x) divides xn — 1 (if there is such an integer).
Clearly, if/ has period n then all its roots are nth roots of unity.

EXAMPLE 2.5. Let p = 2 and l e t / (x) = *9 4-* 4- 1 e F2[x]. It is known that /
is irreducible in F2[x] and that its period is 73. See for instance [LN, p. 378]. Let a
be a root of / . Then a e F5\2 has order 73. Moreover, since a + 1 = a9, a + 1 too
has order 73.

EXAMPLE 2.6. Let p > 2 and let a e Fp be a root of the polynomial xp — x — I.
Then we easily see that

ap'' = or 4- i for / = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1.
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In particular a9' = a so a € FpP.
Let n = (p" - l)/(p - 1) = E C J P'- W e c l a i m t h a t (« + A.)" = 1 for all A. e Fp.

Indeed we have

a" =Y\<xp' - Y\(a + i)=ccp -a = l.

Let k e Fp. Then a -f A is a power of a, and so it follows that (a + X)" = 1. Note
that n is not divisible by numbers of the form pk — 1 (k > 2).

It is unclear whether the examples above correspond to some Lie algebras. In
particular, is there a finite-dimensional non-nilpotent Lie algebra L in characteristic 2
with a nonsingular derivation d satisfying d13 = 1?
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